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NEWS & EVENTS

City Electric Supply has 
arrived in Kennedale, 
Texas, and they’re 
bringing with them 
some of the newest 
innovations in branch 

technology and customer service.

The CES Kennedale location moved 
into a former grocery store, and the 
building was gutted and upfitted to suit 
the needs of an electrical wholesaler.

“We are incorporating all the newest 
technology and products into this  
 

location to hopefully 
set the bar high  
for new locations to 
come in our Texas 
market,” Branch 
Manager Philip 
McKinney said.

McKinney has been 
with the company 
for seven years 
and relocated to 
Kennedale from the Westinghouse 
branch in Charlotte, North Carolina. 
He and his branch staff have a diverse 

range of backgrounds and experience 
levels, from new grads of the Texas 
A&M Industrial Distribution Program  
to veterans of the electrical field with 
more than 20 years of experience.

Open For 
Business  
IN KENNEDALE, TX

We have a 
very well-
rounded  
and prepared  
staff to put  
Kennedale 
on the map.
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When the opportunity came to start a branch from the 
ground up for City Electric Supply, Rusty Priest decided  
to make the change.

Priest brought several of his team members from wholesale 
with him, including the new CES Branson operations manager, 
inside salesperson, and counter salesperson. The Branson 
staff has worked hard maintaining relationships with clients 
from previous jobs and bringing those clients over to CES.

They’ll be servicing customers from a fully renovated building 
just south of Branson in Hollister, Missouri. The Branson 
branch is in a prime location, close to Menards, Lowe’s, and 
Sherwin-Williams, in an area of town that contractors already 
frequent and are familiar with. 

After an extensive renovation project, City Electric Supply  
Surprise in Surprise, Arizona is open for business. 

The branch moved into a facility in an industrial park on the 
west side of town and completed a large upfitting project 
before their opening early this June. They went through several 
versions of a floor plan before finding one that worked for 
them, then started the process of knocking down walls, laying 
tile and carpeting, and installing racks in the warehouse.

“This particular location is in a prime spot to take advantage 
of the residential growth that is occurring right now in the west 
Phoenix valley,” Branch Manager Rick Rokeby said.

Electricians and contractors who come to CES Surprise will 
find a professional team well-equipped to serve their needs. 

The newest City Electric Supply branch, located in  
Danville, Virginia, is open for business. 

With 16 years of experience with CES, Branch Manager  
Jacob Sharpe will join the rest of the Danville branch staff  
from his position as branch manager at CES West Lake. 

Operations Manager Robert Daniels also has experience with 
the company and is returning to CES after eight years away.  
A sales rep with 30 years’ experience in the industry and 
several other staff members who have backgrounds with  
CES and other electrical distributors complete what  
District Manager Billy Barham says is a well-rounded team.

Barham believes the staff’s previous experience with area 
competitors and knowledge of the local market have allowed 
them to build strong relationships with local contractors and 
other CES branches, which will help the new branch become 
a success. Even with fresh paint still on the doors, they already 
have some big accounts to welcome.

NEW BRANCHES

BRANSON, MO

DANVILLE, VA

SURPRISE, AZ
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NEWS & EVENTS

Land O’ Lakes
Move & Training

Lutron Catch the Wave training held July 12, 2018, for our 
annual Lutron Promo. Great turnout of contractors for both 
trainings for the Land O’ Lakes group branches.

Generac Power for Profits training held August 1, 2018, in  
Trinity, Florida. 

NPR Florida would like to announce that we have moved this past month into a new location. The newly remodeled building 
has 5,700 square feet of much-needed counter, office, and warehouse space. Located on busy Highway 19 N in New Port 
Richey, Florida, plans are in place for a huge grand opening later this summer.
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On July 11, 2018, we had our Grand Opening for our 
new location. The counter day was very successful 
with over 100 customers in attendance. We also had 
great support from our vendors who all pitched in to 
help with everything from cooking to supplying door 
prizes. We recently moved our location into a bigger 
and nicer building. Everyone was impressed with the 
way the store is set up and the number of people
who attended.

Counter
Days

Customer appreciation day in Lexington, South Carolina. Over 350 customers showed up for Lexington BBQ and networking, 
making this event the biggest yet for City Electric Supply Lexington. 

Counter day in Lenoir, North Carolina on May 17, 2018.
 Over a dozen sales reps and 100 customers attended.

LEXINGTON, SC

LENOIR, NC LAND O’ LAKES, FL

BRYAN-COLLEGE STATION GRAND OPENING

Exciting counter day at City Electric Supply Lutz in Flordia.  
Thank you to all the participants and Generac for making the 
event a success. 
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NEWS & EVENTS

Milwaukee
BlitzThe 10 districts making up the Florida Region held a 

Milwaukee “Market Blitz” day that drove exceptional results 
with Milwaukee Tool in May. The program goals were to: 

• Drive minimum of $5,000 of Milwaukee sales per  
 select locations during the Blitz day in each district

• Establish City Electric Supply as the premier  
 Milwaukee distributor partner in the Florida market

With support from the territory’s regional managers, the 
Milwaukee Tool Blitz rollout was executed flawlessly by the 
district managers and their branch teams. Each district 
manager selected one location within their district to facilitate 
the sales blitz.

Milwaukee Tool supported the efforts with the following:

• Aggressive deals which we advertised 10 days in  
 advance of the Blitz day with flyers and email blasts

• Free product given to customers who came in  
 and placed orders which helped to close those  
 users who were on the fence

• Milwaukee staffed the branch with their local  
 sales team the day of the Blitz

• Milwaukee also brought in additional reps for  
 end-user sales calls during the Blitz

• Breakfast and lunch were provided on Blitz day  
 for all CES customers visiting the branches

• A sales contest made it fun and rewarded the district  
 that drove the highest volume for their Blitz that day 

The Blitz results were outstanding with $144,000 sold through 
the two-week Blitz, driving May to be one of the highest 
months ever in volume for one month. Kudos to all involved  
for a successful and rewarding Milwaukee Blitz promotion.

TOP BRANCH BLITZ SALES RESULT
Lake Worth - Branch Manager Thomas Bertone $17,000

TOP DISTRICT BLITZ SALES RESULT
Tampa District – District Manager Jamie Weil $32,000

We encourage you to contact Milwaukee Tool and let them 
know you are interested in a Blitz program! We are already 
planning our next Blitz for the second half of 2018 and 
anticipate even stronger results!
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Robert
Van Doren

Bruce
Tavares

  Congrats to Robert Van Doren on his promotion!

The Colorado North District recently promoted Robert Van 
Doren to the branch manager position for Fort Collins. Bob has 
been with the company in various roles and multiple branches 
since his start with us in  May of 2006. Bob brings a wealth 
of knowledge and a great “can-do” attitude to everything he 
does. We know we can count on his leadership to take Fort 
Collins to new levels of success! Congratulations Bob on your 
well-deserved promotion!

Bruce Tavares, Stores Manager of the Fall River, 
Massachusetts branch, will be retiring on August 6th, 2018. 
 
Bruce started with Concord Electric Supply in 
May 2003 when we had just opened our first few branches 
in Massachusetts. He was hired for counter sales by then 
New Bedford, Massachusetts Branch Manager, Jamie Marujo. 
Before joining Concord Electric Supply, Bruce had previously 
worked in the wholesale electrical trade for more than 25 years. 
During his time with Concord Electric, Bruce had worked as 
both stores manager and branch manager of the Brockton, 
Massachusetts branch before transferring to Fall River in 2014. 
Fearing he may be a bit bored with all his newfound free time, 
Bruce is going to remain on in Fall River on a part-time basis 
working the counter.

Bruce resides in New Bedford, Massachusetts and is looking 
forward to spending more time with his wife, Sandy, and his 
grandchildren.

A New Chapter
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COMMUNITY

Cape Lookout National Seashore has transitioned all of the 
park’s facilities to renewable energy in an effort to discontinue 
costly and aging sources of power. Cape Lookout is located 
on Core Banks, an uninhabited island, and the current power 
source is a submarine power cable from the mainland. U.S. 
Coast Guard Capt. Jerry Barnes said “the submarine cable
would cost the taxpayer $2-3 million to replace, which over
its service life would cost up to about $90,000 per year to 
maintain the optic, and if we make this change, it will really 
cost us less than $1,000 a year.” CLNS worked with our 
contractor, PowerHouse, to install the new solar energy 
system. Since the completion of all of the facilities, they  
have now powered up the Cape Lookout Lighthouse on  
solar power and LED technology.

The Raleigh Renewable Energy Group was created as an 
added value for our customers. Our dedicated team based  
in North Carolina will provide the necessary quotation 
and project management services from RFQ to project 
completion. Along with providing project quotations, inclusive 
of switchgear, lighting, and energy efficient products and 
analysis, our Raleigh locations will give us the ability to provide 
stage and ship services. With our branch footprint throughout 
North Carolina, City Electic Supply can also service all your 
miscellaneous material deliveries. In addition, our national 
presence provides the opportunity to supply project materials 
in all 50 states.Group

Renewable
Energy
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“Back in June, Michael Ramirez, Janet Ruiz, and myself 
had the privilege to travel on a contractor trip to New York and 
Pensylvania with Dalton Vadnis, our W&W Sons contractor. 
We had the opportunity of spending two days in New York 
exploring Times Square, the Statue of Liberty, Ellis Island, the 
911 Memorial, and the One World Observatory. From there, 
we had the chance to head over to Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 
where we got to enjoy two days of Lutron warehouses tours 
and also to train at their training facility. Since then we have 
hosted in-house training for Casseta and RA 2 Select at my 
location here in Pasadena for contractors to become Lutron 
Pros. We had an attendance of 20 contractors and had 
successful training with Lutron and Western. Here in the Los 
Angeles Group we have and will be continuing to team up 
with Western, our Rep for Lutron, and continue pushing their 
product forward.”

- Joe Ramirez, Branch Manager in Pasadena, California

TRIP TO NY

Paintball Shots 
Fired

“As a new branch, I was looking for ways to motivate my 
guys to push our limits. I set a goal for my team to hit a sales 
record of $350,000 for the month. It took us a few months of 
growth, but in our first year of business we hit and surpassed 
this goal. My team rallied around this sales goal and the prize 
of winning a day of paintball where they got the opportunity  
to take a ‘shot’ at the boss. CME Wire and Cable teamed up  
with us on this endeavor, and we had a great time. We are  
now averaging $385,000 and heading towards our next goal.  
Go team!”

- Scott Rogers, Branch Manager of City Electric Supply Duluth

OLD GLORYRecently the town council of Atlantic Beach, North Carolina 
wanted Old Glory to light up the flag entering their town. 
They wanted it to be impressive. The task was given to Thom 
McKamey with Powerhouse Electrical Contractors, who 
reached out to Doug Davis, City Electic Supply Morehead 
City. Doug contacted Shea Lindsay with KMS, the rep for RAB 
Lighting and Dylan Freeman with RAB Lighting. They have 
had many lighting successes in the past and RAB is very 
easy to work with and professional. Dylan supplied several 
suggestions. It was decided upon to use 3---FFLED80TB44 
and Dylan provided a rendition showing what the project would 
look like. A quote was provided and the town council agreed to 
move forward. The lights were installed, and the town council 
was impressed. The project was a complete success! So if you 
visit Atlantic Beach, North Carolina for a vacation in paradise, 
be sure to check out Old Glory when the sun goes down.
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Win up to

$900  
every week in  

real prizes

DOWNLOAD THE CES PICKS APP TODAY

CESPICKS.COM

This app is not affiliated with the NFL. For terms and conditions please visit cespicks.com

PICK, SCOREPICK, SCORE

WIN BIGWIN BIG
GET THE NEW CES PICKS APP
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M
y struggle with 
weight has been 
ongoing for years. 
After many attempts 
to lose the excess 
pounds and being 

diagnosed with hypothyroidism, my 
faith in losing weight was diminishing. 
Imagine being told by your doctor that 
weight loss is not possible. Even with 
that news, I would try and workout by 
getting on a treadmill, set it for 20-30 
minutes, listen to Metallica, AC/DC, hip 
hop, or whatever upbeat music I felt 
that day, and just rock out. During that 

workout, I would never adjust the speed 
or incline but I would feel like a champ 
for just completing it. Like, “woo-hoo, 
I just worked out baby! Now let’s grab 
something to eat, I earned it.” Now I’m 
not referring to eating a salad, I’m from 
the South! I’m talking about peach 
cobbler with vanilla ice cream on top!

My motivation for continuing with the 
treadmill or even working out period, 
quickly faded. I then tried having a 
workout partner, certainly that would 
keep me motivated, right? Wrong! 
Something was holding me back. 

I kept asking myself, “what was it I 
needed to do? What did I need to focus 
on? What was preventing me from losing 
weight? Maybe it’s not possible?”  

In May 2017, I was faced with a medical 
dilemma where I needed to have 
outpatient surgery. For me to have the 
surgery, I had to lose 10 pounds or 
more because my BMI was too high to 
have surgery as an outpatient under the 
anesthesia rules. My choice was either 
spend another couple grand and have 
the surgery at a huge hospital or lose the 
weight. My accounting mind took over 

My 
Aaptiv
Journey
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and said save the money, Stacey! I lost the weight, but in a 
bad way, I starved myself! Not healthy at all. After the surgery, 
I gained some of the pounds back, as this was no surprise to 
me. For the next few months, I tried to find motivation again to 
exercise, but couldn’t stay focused. 

Then in August 2017, Aaptiv was made available to us. I 
installed the app and decided to begin with a walking workout. 
In the introduction, the trainer is talking about the workout 
and what it would entail and I heard awesome music in the 
background. At that moment, I was like, “YES! Music baby!” 
But the trainer kept talking and talking! I just wanted to hear 
the music like I had always done.  So, I turned off the workout 
and switched over to my normal music routine.
 

“What I did  
next laid  
the stepping  
stones for my 
future path.” 

When my husband got home, we discussed our work day  
and I told him about my short-lived experience with the 
Aaptiv workout. It was then he asked, “Stacey, why did 
you so quickly turn it off and not try something new?”  
Ladies, we all know the cardinal rule, never tell 
the man he is right! I simply replied “I don’t 
know, and I might try again tomorrow.”  
True to my word, I chose another  
walking workout, this time with the  

trainer Jamie McFaden. In her intro, she has a specific word 
that you direct your thoughts toward during the workout. The 
words range from progress, confidence, goals, positivity, 
opportunity, etc. The word for this workout was focus. I literally 
stopped walking when I heard this. Yep, this workout message 
was for me to hear at a time I needed it the most! Jaime asked: 
“What is it you want to focus on? Weight loss? Getting rid of 
anxiety or depression? Eating healthier foods? Building your 
endurance? Being more confident?” She mentioned to stay 
focused, you need to choose one thing at a time.  By doing 
this, your mind doesn’t wander and you’re able to identify 
what’s keeping you from achieving success. Also, keep a list 
of attainable short-term goals to enable you to stay focused. 
By the end of the workout, I was in tears. Not because I was 
upset, but I finally believed there was hope, but I still needed 
to figure out what my excuses were that kept me from staying 
focused! So, I listed any situations in my life over the past few 
years, the good, the bad, and any obstacles that hindered their 
outcomes. I also asked myself what made those obstacles 
happen? At this point I started using the meditation app in 
Aaptiv. The meditation app helped me find these answers and 
I finally acknowledged what was keeping me from changing. 
Some of these were: not believing in myself, allowing others 
to affect my happiness, allowing my depression, stress, and 
anxiety to control my thoughts, allowing the fact that my knees 
and feet hurt all the time to stop me from working out. I also 
allowed my thyroid diagnosis to control my inability to lose 
weight. I realized that for me to lose the weight, my mental 
and emotional health needed to be restored! You see, our 
mental, emotional, and physical health all work simultaneously 
together. When one is broken it makes it harder for the others 
to perform correctly. Take for instance getting a flat tire. What 
would happen if you continue to drive with that flat? The tire 
will fall apart, and you will ruin your rim. So, you have to stop 
driving and fix it, right? Same concept with us—we must 
fix everything about our body, mind, and spirit.  With every 
meditation and workout, my mind and spirit were healing, 
and those excuses started to go away, and the weight started 
coming off. 

Aaptiv helped me see beyond my aches and pains; the trainers 
helped me know the difference in what my body is capable 
of vs. what my mind says before it shuts down. They helped 
me realize it wasn’t about just losing weight, it’s about getting 
healthy mentally and emotionally. They helped me choose to 
show up and focus on one minute of my workout at a time; 
one obstacle, one goal, one pound lost at a time. Why is 
the number one so important? It starts with you. We are the 
number one reason for change. I didn’t make this change  
 for  my spouse, my kids, or even my grandkids. 

I did it for me. I did it because I needed to 
believe in myself and take control of my life, 
my thoughts, my emotions. I now believe in 
myself, I no longer suffer from depression, 

I’m confident in my work and 
when I speak. Now when I 
smile, it starts from within  
my soul. That is such an 
amazing feeling.
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Since using Aaptiv, I have lost over 60 pounds and over 30 
inches, and I’m far from being done. If you would have told 
me a year ago these results were possible, I wouldn’t have 
believed you. Why? Because I was broken. I was talking with 
my son about my success and had told him I was almost to 
the finish line. His response was something I’ll never forget. 
He said a finish line designates the end of the race and the 
end to all future progress as there is no need to continue. He 
said I had it right with my changes being a journey. A journey 
never ends, you have choices along your journey to take on 
new paths, to continue your good habits, to continue with your 
success with new challenges. I was one proud mother when I 
heard that! So being a mother, I told my child he was right. Now 
for my husband, I have yet to tell him, and at this point, there 
is no need for words, he can see I’ve continued to use Aaptiv! 
My passion is undeniable, Aaptiv has so many categories from 
meditation and yoga to strength training, running, and maternity 
workouts — they even have a boxing section! Also, with Aaptiv, 
you have access to their magazine which has fantastic articles 
and recipes. They also have a wonderful social media page 
where everyone inspires you to bring and be your best. 

The trainers say what doesn’t challenge you, doesn’t change 
you. I’m sharing my story because I have faith it can help 
you with whatever your journey might be. It’s not about your 
destination, it’s about the paths you take to get there and the 
people you support along the way. Challenge yourself and 
download it now; anything you lose will be a gain for your future.

Stacey Mason

GET FIT.
GET STRONG.
GET MOVING!

Aaptiv is no cost to CES employees! 
Aaptiv workouts combine the instruction and support of  
a personal trainer with music that’ll keep you motivated. 
Just put in your earbuds, find a workout, and press play.
 

HERE’S HOW TO GET STARTED: 
1. Go to aaptiv.com/group/CES

2. Enter your CES email address

3. Click “Get started” in the email you receive
  

YOUR MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES:

Unlimited access to workouts in 13 categories including running, 
strength, boxing training, indoor cycling, cardio machines, and 
more.  Workouts set to music you love — featuring top artists in 
every genre: hip-hop, hard rock, dance/electronic, R&B, and many 
more.  Multi-week fitness programs to help you meet your goals 
for weight loss, strength, or all-around fitness.  
More than 40 new classes added every week!
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Fishing  
With CES 

COMMUNITY

A 
combination of 30 contractors, vendors,  
and City Electric Supply employees attended 
this year’s Big Bull fishing tournament, and 
although the weather was rough, the fishing 
was awesome. The trip started early Friday 
morning as half of the crew traveled down 

to the Key West branch to attend their official Grand Opening 
Counter Day event. After the Counter Day, they traveled back 
up to Islamorada to meet up with the rest of the crew at the 
Amara Cay Resort where the fishing tournament was being held. 
That evening, the team had first-class accommodations for the 
meet and greet while enjoying a great meal and telling stories in 
preparation for the tournament. The weather was beautiful that 
evening, but unfortunately, that was the calm before the storm. 
When morning came around, the weather had turned for the 
worse, and the crew knew they were going to be in for a long 
day of thunderstorms and rough seas. However, these guys were 
determined not to let bad weather ruin their trip, so off they went 
into the dark skies of the Atlantic. Although the weather was wet 
and cold, the fishing was hot. All of the boats came back with 
full fish boxes and some great stories from a trip they will never 
forget. Al Fusco and the team on the Snapshot won the Big Bull 
prize catching the biggest dolphinfish of the day weighing in at 
close to 20 pounds.

After the crew had a chance to get back to their rooms and dry 
off, the evening festivities began. It started with their fresh catch 
being served up for dinner and then the Key Lime Colada’s were 
flowing along with the day’s fishing stories. All-in-all the trip was 
a huge success, and everyone had a fantastic time. We would 
like to thank our customers for all their support and spending 
some time with us down in the Florida Keys. We would also like 
to thank Generac, Eaton, and Pass & Seymour for sponsoring 
another GREAT CES Event!
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SCOTT WYSOCCKI 
Fishing Trip

“I would like to say thank you very much to all the sponsors and coordinators for the fishing trip! Y’all did a great job putting it 
on; everything was first class.” – John Gambone, Breakers Electric 

Weymouth, Massachusetts branch fishing trip with  
Topaz and customers.

The weather was great for the Weymouth, Massachusetts branch 
fishing trip, which took place from Green Harbor to Cape Cod. 
The trip took place on Monday, July 16, 2018 and included  
customers Robert Brown, Sean Stockbridge, and Ed Cederholm. 
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Shaping Young 
Minds  
T

he partnership between 
City Electric Supply and 
Cristo Rey Dallas College 
Prep for their Corporate 
Work Study Program 
provides students with an 

innovative, college-prepatory education 
while earning work experience in a 
corporate setting to help pay their tuition.  
 
The program rotates four students 
through the week to fill full-time positions 
for CES in a variety of departments. Each 
student has an assigned day on which 
he or she works. On Friday, the four 
students rotate to share the fifth day of 

the week. Responsibilities range 
from department to department 
but include photoshoot prep and 
studio assistance for the CES 
marketing department and data 
entry and website development 
assistance for the CES IT 
department. 
 
City Electric Supply is proud to 
be a part of this program and 
help shape young adults while 
providing valuable experience 
that they can carry into their  
own lives. 

Cristo Rey 
Internships
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The City Electric Supply Jacksonville, Florida Group 
raised  $6,485 for the Make-A-Wish foundation at their 6th 
Annual Jacksonville Golf Tournament! A big thanks to all 
the great vendors and participants. Well done guys!          
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Make
A Wish 

A big thank you to the wonderful reps, Westinghouse, and 3-D 
Lighting, who donated over 500 blue lightbulbs to a meaningful cause. 

Officer Sean Gannon was killed in the line of duty on Cape Cod 
in April. Officer Gannon and his K-9 partner Nero were both shot 
while trying to apprehend a suspect in the town of Marstons Mills, 
Massachusetts. In the prime of his life, Officer Gannon and his wife 
were about to start family. Nero survived the shooting and is now 
being cared for by Officer Gannon’s wife, Dara. 

Fallon Rice, daughter of CES Falmouth Branch Manager, Greg Rice, 
asked CES to donate light bulbs. When Greg called to get the price, 
the reps were more than happy to donate to such a good cause.

The bulbs sold for $10 each, and close to $6,000 was raised. CES 
Falmouth sold 77 bulbs. The idea was to show support by changing 
your driveway light to blue. It was amazing to see the blue lights in so 
many driveways! 

CES FALMOUTH POLICE SUPPORT
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Way
To Go!

  Aidan Scannon of HTRBA roars 
as he rounds first base with the 
crowd celebrating behind him  
after hitting a walk-off grand slam 
in the bottom of the 7th inning.  
He is the son of Bill Scannon, 
Branch Manager of Princeton,  
New Jersey.

 Photo courtesy of Pulsemedia 
 Michael A. Sabo, Photographer

Kyle Num, son of TAMCO employee Juan Cotto, poses with  
a trophy for his fifth-grade basketball team in Stuart, Florida.  
The Treasure Coast Titans are #1 in the state and have won  
eight out of 11 tournaments this year. They recently placed  
third in the national tournament.  
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LOGAN BOTTINO, 
born February 2018 to Anthony 
and Savanah Bottino. Anthony 
is a branch manager in Hyannis, 
Massachusetts. Logan is 
thriving and doing great!

BENJAMIN WILLIAM 
NISBETT, 
first grandchild for Terry Nisbett, 
Brighton, Michigan branch.

ASA EVERETT-SCOTT, 
born November 2017 to Katie 
Simmons, accounting clerk, 
Charleston accounting division.

CAMERON PATRICK 
MILLER & CALEB 
EDWARD MILLER, 
not one, but two new additions 
to the Tamlite crew!

DAX ROY THOMPSON, 
son of Kevin Thompson, 
Branch Manager in Panama 
City, born May 7, 2018. He 
weighed seven pounds.

MADDIE ROSE POPE, 
born Tuesday, July 17, 2018, at 
6:22 p.m., to Devin Pope, SHB 
Stores Manager. She weighed 
six pounds, eight ounces.

VARNIKA ESHWARA, 
born to Sowmya Eshwara.

ASHER SCOTT MARTIN, 
Brad Martin’s second son, was 
born March 9, 2018.

To order a CES onesie, send your information to 
HR@cityelectricsupply.com
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For our third NAMC, we had over 1200 attendees from all 
over North America. The weekend of May 31, 2018, a sea 
of CES/TES/TAMCO Cityzens filled the Gaylord Resort 
in Grapevine, Texas for a time of learning, growth, idea 
sharing, and connecting.

The theme for our conference in 2016 was “ONE,” which 
represented one company, one vision, one family. Building 
off of that in 2016, our conference theme was Powered 
by Connections. You’ve heard it said before that we are a 
people business. We create connections on a daily basis, 
from our customers to vendors, to friends to teachers. 
Our business is driven by people, and people are driven 
by relationships. In 2018, the theme of NAMC was “The 
Journey” representing our path as we grow our business 
on a personal and professional level. 

Our autonomous culture allows each of you and your 
teams to make the necessary connections that best benefit 
your business. Look at your customers, employees, and 
vendors and consider the power of not only your network 
and relationships but also theirs. The connections you 
make and take care of are what differentiates you from your 
competitors. Your connections are very powerful.

For me, it is incredible to walk through the halls of the 
Gaylord Resort and see so many of our team members 
conversing and laughing together. It’s important to me  
that we have a mixture of business and fun because it 
builds a culture of trust and communication within our 
branch network.

Veteran managers and new managers alike pushed each 
other, supported one another, and made our company 
stronger overall. We improved not only between our 
network of branches but also from the branches to our 
supporting departments: IT, marketing, and accounting.

We discussed many new company initiatives from these 
supporting departments. Bringing together our ideas  
and opinions are the best way for us to continue growing 
and strengthening our company. We had fun, we learned a 
lot, and I believe everyone left excited about the future  
of our organization.

Thank you to all who traveled. Thank you to all who shared 
this event with us. Thank you for your feedback and thank 
you for your loyalty to this company, your family. No one 
makes this company great on their own; what makes us 
strong is your dedication. We surely wouldn’t be where we 
are without you Tamlite crew!
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TALENT NIGHT
THURSDAY

Seven people shared their talents with  

City Electric Supply to kick off NAMC and 

compete for the grand prize. Ranging from 

singing to comedy, each contestant had  

the crowd cheering from beginning to end. 

Congrats to Steve Libby!
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FEATURES

GENERAL 
SESSIONS

FRIDAY

Day one of the conference kicked off with 

leaders from all parts of CES and TAMCO 

sharing insights and inspiration to sales  

reps from all over North America.
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BREAKOUT 
SESSIONS

FRIDAY

Branch divisions broke up into groups 

throughout the Gaylord to discuss local 

updates along with CEO Thomas 

Mackie stopping by each group to answer 

questions and connect with one another. 
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FEATURES

HALL OF  
FAME AWARDS

SATURDAY

After Counter Day, NAMC gathered for the  

Hall of Fame awards to celebrate now-retired 

employees that have served CES for several 

years. Special congratulations to Russ Swanson, 

James Henderson, and Cliff Tubbs for your  

years of service! 
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The team at CES Escondido in California  
was awarded the NAMC18 delivery van  
Sponsored by TAMCO. 

Congratulations  
to CES Escondido!
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SPOTLIGHT

A Winning 
Partnership  
DITEK Surge Protection and CES

D
ITEK Surge Protection, 
an industry leading 
surge protector 
designer and 
manufacturer,  
recently received a 

light renovation at their manufacturing 
facility in Largo, Florida. Since DITEK 
had been the preferred vendor for City 
Electric Supply for surge protection for 

over 20 years, they knew we had the 
power to supply them with an energy 
efficient lighting solution that went 
beyond their standard requirements.  
 
City Electric Supply Clearwater in 
Clearwater, Florida, worked with DITEK 
to replace over 140 high bay lights in 
their manufacturing facility, making the 
facility lighting crisp and even.  

“The energy savings and HVAC 
tonnage savings were significant,” 
said CES Clearwater Brand Manager 
BJ Sanford. “I was also surprised by 
how well the lights light up the space. 
Everything came out phenomenal.”  
 
DITEK isn’t just one of our preferred 
vendors; they are also our partner 
as CES supplies them with various 
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components to manufacture 
their surge protectors. “It’s a 
very tight-knit relationship. We 
know everyone there, and they 
know everyone here,” said 
Sanford.  
 
The project started in 
October 2016 and was 
completed by September 
2017. Since completion, 
their average monthly 
utility bill has gone down 
12%, which is substantial 
for a manufacturing area 
of 29,000 square feet. The 
relationship between CES 
and DITEK is a long-standing 
and mutually beneficial one. 
 
We look forward to continuing 
this partnership and thank 
DITEK for choosing CES to 
assist in their manufacturing  
facility lighting upgrade.

400W METAL HALIDE HIGH BAY
PREVIOUS FIXTURES:

CREE CXB-A-UV-H-50K-8-UL-10V
NEW LED FIXTURES:

143TOTAL FIXTURES
REPLACED

12% MONTHLY BILL 
SAVINGS

8.1HVAC TONNAGE 
SAVINGS

TONS OF
COOLING
CAPACITY

29K DITEK MANUFACTURING  
AREA SQUARE FOOTAGE

OCT ‘16BEGAN
SEP ‘17ENDED

PROJECT OVERVIEW:
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DREW LUSK 
BRANCH MANAGER

GLORIA HENDRICKSON 
OPERATIONS MANAGER

ED KENNEDY 
OPERATIONS MANAGER

TAMAS TALAS 
INSIDE SALES 

ANNE COBB 
INSIDE SALES 

TIM CUTLER 
OPERATIONS MANAGER 

AFONSO ANDRADE 
BRANCH MANAGER

5
YEARS

15
YEARS

25
YEARS

Staff  
Milestones
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WELCOMING 
 NEW BUNDLES OF JOY

MYA VIENNA 
WEBER-STALTERI 
Born: March 10, 2018 
Parents: Paul Weber & Sabrina 
Stalteri

ISLA CHACHAJ 
MEDEIROS  
Born: February 14, 2018 
Parent: Lisa Medeiros

ORLAGH SIOBHAN BERRY 
Born: August 16, 2018 
Parents: Natasha & Ronan Berry

VARNIKA ESHWARA, 
Born: May 19, 2018 
Parents: Vanessa & Daniel 
Ramard

AMIT THAKUR & 
SANJANA KALRA

 Married February 18, 2018

ANGIE & NEIL
SPARLING 

 Married August 2018
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NEWS & EVENTS

W
e are excited to 
announce that our 
company’s name 
changed as of May 
14, 2018, to City 
Electric Supply.

Our new name reflects our global 
presence and allows us to incorporate  
the City Electric Supply corporate name 

recognition and network that expands 
worldwide into our business activities.

By rebranding ourselves, our operations 
have become universal and brings 
forth the opportunity to grow in a more 
uniformed manner. The rebranding has 

not affected the daily operations or the 
current structure of the company, except  

for visible brand identity changes  
such as logo, signage, web address, 
and email addresses. 

With over 25 years of business 
experience in the distribution industry, 
we look forward to continuing to grow 
and service the global markets under 
our new name.

Torbram Electric
Supply Announces
Corporate Name
Change To
CITY ELECTRIC SUPPLY
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It’s our
 actions
 that build
 a brand,
 not a  

 name
 change.

Our group of electrical companies  
not only extends throughout Canada,  
but also the United Kingdom, Western 
Europe, the USA, and Australia.

To date, we have over 68 branches 
across Canada alone, and with  
ongoing plans for future expansion,  
our dedication is assured.

City Electric Supply, a Canadian company, 
formerly known as Torbram Electric 
Supply, is part of a privately-owned 
Electrical Wholesale Network that was 
established in 1951.

Formerly known as  
Torbram Electric Supply
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NEWS & EVENTS

Since the partnership began in 2016, we have 
raised over $55,000. This year, City Electric Supply 
Canada plans to raise an additional $30,000 
which will go toward granting the magical wishes 
of children in communities across Canada, along 
with bringing awareness so that more people can 
contribute to the hope, strength, and joy of these 
children in the future.

Here are a few outstanding philanthropic efforts 
made by our company and its individuals.  

Ronan Berry, Andrew 
Hamilton, Dave Schroth, 
James Cookson, and  
Pat McKee raised $8,193 
August 2, 2018, for Rope  
for Hope Vancouver.

VANCOUVER

A total of $1,980 was 
raised for the 2nd 
Annual CES Charity  
Car Wash in Caledon 
July 9, 2018. 

Tom Jubb raised $2,965 
for Rope for Hope in  
London June 19, 2018.

LONDON

Carman Charron, Iain 
McInnes, and Aletta 
Littlemore raised $4995 
for Rope for Hope in 
Toronto July 8, 2018.

TORONTO
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The Richmond Branch (Fraser South Group) raised a total 
of $651 from a two-day event to raise funds for the Make-A-
Wish Foundation on July 15, 2018. 

Bryden Healey sacrificed his beard, and Nick Reeder  
had his head shaved on July 11, 2018 for Hair Today Gone 
Tomorrow, raising $990. 

City Electric Supply Nanaimo raised a total of $475  
from a BBQ and Hockey Pool event on July 23, 2018. 

City Electric Supply Waterloo branch hosted a Charity 
Carwash & BBQ last July 27, 2018, and generated a total  
of $660!  

Colin, Carrie, Shane, Gloria, Jason, 
Sharon, Abigail (guest helper), and 
Vincent.

City Electric Supply Abbotsford  
raised $1,205 for Make-A-Wish  
and Bids for Kids  August 17, 2018. 

Pawel Szczechura participated at the Edmonton Half 
Marathon August 19, 2018 with a time of 2h 21m 11s. 
He raised $2,765 for The Make-A-Wish Foundation and 
another $300 toward KidSport Canada-Alberta!

City Electric Supply St. Catharines raised over $2,000  
for the Make-A-Wish Bowling Event on April 30, 2018. 
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Earlier this year,  
TAMCO hosted the first-ever Florida 
Electrical Fair, bringing CES and customers 
together for food, games, prizes, and 
product demonstrations. 

Spotlight
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L
ast April, vendors and end users were invited 
to TAMCO headquarters in Port Saint Lucie, 
Florida for a special occasion. In between 
eating BBQ and playing games, customers, 
vendors, and City Electric Supply staff 
discussed products and enjoyed special 

demonstrations from any one of the 15 vendor tables.

Organizing the Florida Electrical Fair was a great way to 
bridge the gap between TAMCO and end users, creating 
an opportunity to meet end-user customers face to face.

In addition, allowing CES to meet end users away from 
the branch allowed us to introduce new prospects 
to CES, meaning we could introduce CES to local 
contractors who might not have known about the 
company and brands in their own backyard, ultimately 
driving business into the branches.

If you are a resident of Central or South Florida,  
contact your local TAMCO Sales Rep or head to  
www.tamcogroup.com/FloridaElectricalFair2018  
for free tickets and more information.

Because of the success of the first Florida 
Electrical Fair, we plan on hosting many more. 

LOCKOUT/TAGOUT 
Safely secure equipment during repairs 
or maintenance with our extended line 
of Lockout/Tagout equipment. 

The Inaugural 
Florida Electrical Fair

People Spotlight
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R
obert De Hart joins us with over 25 years 
of experience as the director of
operations of the 509th Maintenance 
Squadron of the United States Air Force.

After retiring from the USAF, Robert 
moved to Port St. Lucie, Florida, and in the fourth quarter 
of 2017, he joined the TAMCO family. Much like his favorite 
sport of golf, he understands the key to success is to 
minimize the steps (or swings) of a process.

Robert and the team have worked tirelessly to prepare  
for our new warehouse in Charlotte, North Carolina,  
as well as the new manufacturing and fulfillment facility  
in Port St. Lucie, Florida.

Rob’s 25 years of 
experience have been 
vital in the process of 
getting TAMCO ready 
for these expansions.
- Frank McShane

“

People Spotlight

Convert any commercial-grade recessed fixture 
into energy-efficient LED with the CH series. 

This fixture offers a low-cost alternative to 
traditional commercial downlights. 

CH SERIES 
Commercial-grade LED Retrofits

After joining the company in Q4 of 2017, 
Robert De Hart has prepared diligently   
for the launch of the new Charlotte 
Warehouse and the new building.

Senior  
Warehouse 
& Fullfillment 
Manager 
Robert De Hart
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To remain competitive in today’s  
market, we need to reduce our 
shipping and lead times. 
Previously we could only offer 
next day shipping to only 33% 
of our branches.

With some branches 
located over 2,600 
miles from our Florida 
fulfillment center, 
it was logistically 
impossible to 
offer competitive 
shipping speeds.

To remedy this, we’ve 
identified Charlotte, 
North Carolina as the home 
of our newest fulfillment center, 
leasing over 160,000 square 
feet With over 22 stores less 
than an hour drive away and 
access to 130 stores for next 
day delivery, we will now have 
next day shipping to over 70% 
of the branches.

Inside our new fulfillment center, TAMCO and CES 
Online will be working side by side, bringing the 
benefits of CES Online and TAMCO fulfillment to 
even more of the branches. We expect the TAMCO 
warehouse will hold about $8 million of stock, 
meaning CES Online now also has access to $8
million of TAMCO products.

The Charlotte warehouse will bring our products 
closer to our customers, allowing us to offer more 
competitive shipping options. This will further 
implement our ultimate goal of becoming the easiest 
vendor to do business with.

Introducing the 
Charlotte, NC Warehouse
Expanding our shipping network to offer next day 
shipping to over 70% of the branches. 

LED ROUND HIGH BAY
TAMUFO Series

The lean engineering of the TAMUFO series 
makes it an extremely efficient and affordable 
LED fixture of industrial high bay applications 
with its unbeatable 7-year warranty.

FLORIDA

CHARLOTTE
NORTH CAROLINA

DALLAS
TEXAS

PORT SAINT LUCIERT SAINT LUCIERT SAINT LUCIERT SAINT LUCIE
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Born in the small town of Pembury, England, Dan Tranter 
began his career with TAMCO at the first ever CEF branch, 
located just two miles away from his birthplace. Today, 
he is celebrating his 25 year anniversary as a true and 
dedicated asset to the company. Dan’s path to success 
started with working his way up to the manager position at 
the West Sussex branch, where he eventually left to take 
on a role at Torbram Electric Supply in Canada. Once in 
Canada, his career blossomed when he was given the 
opportunity to manage the Canadian TAMCO operation.

“Within the first year, I was given a chance to manage 
the TAMCO business and jumped at it. Getting the 
chance to travel, build a team of people, procure, and 
have a hand in designing and creating brands was
an exciting challenge.”

When asked what prompted him to join the TAMCO team, 
Dan reminded us of the growth- and development-focused 
mindset instilled within the company. With the Canadian 
group starting out as a staff of three to now having 
more than 30 members, it is easy to see that our brands 
encompass the vision of thriving as a team.

“It’s with these teams of men and women that I credit 
today’s success of the TAMCO businesses and the 
quality behind the brands they represent.” 

To put it in Dan’s words, “the future is very bright in the 
company.” Concluding this dedication, Dan leaves us  
with some excellent advice for moving forward and 
growing within.

Join us in congratulating  
Dan Tranter on his 25 year 
anniversary with TAMCO.

“Work hard, and you will be noticed, opportunities are 
always popping up within the company. Positions that did 
not exist a few years ago are now integral parts of our 
business, so you never know where the next step will take 
you or what skill set will be needed for the next stage of 
growth. Most of all though, enjoy what you do and make 
time to learn new things, you never know when they may 
come in handy!”

PROTECTION 
AGAINST THE ELEMENTS
Standard & Heavy-Duty 
In-use Covers

Available in both single and 
double gang, protect outdoor 
receptacles from rain, snow, 
and debris.

District  
Manager 
Dan Tranter
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People Spotlight

LED LINEAR LAMPS
Convert any fluorescent fixture to LED
LED Tubes from Fusion Lamps come in a variety of sizes, color temperatures, and styles to successfully convert any 
fluorescent fixture quickly and easily. We have created this display to help you choose the best and most efficient LED 
relamping options for your application. 

UL Type A

Type A LED tubes come equipped with internal 
drivers which allows the lamp to work directly 
with the existing ballast. 

Pros : 
• Ease of installation 
• Initially cost-effective 
Cons : 
• Lamp is dependent on ballast life
• Increased maintenance costs due to the  

lamp being dependent on the ballast,  
when the ballast stops working, a 
replacement is required. 

Example: 
Ballast compatible tubes and dual 
tubes such as FLED25T5/8**/DIRECTV2 or 
FLED15T8/8**/DUAL

UL Type B

Like Type A lamps, Type B lamps also come 
equipped with an internal driver, however the 
lamp is wired directly to the fixture, completely 
bypassing the ballast. 

Pros : 
• Eliminates ballast compatibility issues
• Removes ballast maintenance costs, you only 

need to replace the lamps when they stop 
working

Cons : 
• Requires electrical modifications
• Lacks control capabilities

Example: 
Bypass tubes and double-ended tubes such as 
FLED15T8/8**/BYPASS, FLED17T8/8**/DEBYPASS 
and FLED18T8/8**/BYPASS

©
 M

ay 16th, 2017. Fusion Lam
ps Canada. All rights reserved. Specifications are subject to change w

ithout notice. Consult w
ith m

anufacturer for latest version of this specification sheet. 
Fusion Lam

ps  /  10 Perdue Court, Caledon, ON, L7C 3M
6  /  TEL: (905) 495-4432   FAX: (905) 495-3494  /   W

W
W
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U
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N
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A
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P
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LED DIRECT 25W T5

ORDERING INFORM
ATION :

PART NUM
BER

DESCRIPTION
CASE 
QTY

CASE DIM
ENSIONS

CASE W
EIGH

T

FLED25T5/830DIRECTG2
25W

 LED T5 4000K DIRECT REP
25

1204 x 165 x 170 m
m

 - 47.4  x 6.5  x 6.7 in
4.13kg - 9.1lbs

FLED25T5/840DIRECTG2
25W

 LED T5 4000K DIRECT REP
25

1204 x 165 x 170 m
m

 - 47.4  x 6.5  x 6.7 in
4.13kg - 9.1lbs

FLED25T5/850DIRECTG2
25W

 LED T5 5000K DIRECT REP
25

1204 x 165 x 170 m
m

 - 47.4  x 6.5  x 6.7 in
4.13kg - 9.1lbs

PART N
UM

BER:
DATE:

PROJECT #
:

TYPE:

PREPARED BY:

PART NUM
BER :

2
5

W
 T5

 D
IR

EC
T R

E
P

LA
C

E
M

E
N

T LA
M

P
S

FLED
2

5
T5

/8**D
IR

EC
TG

2

APPLICATIONS :

•  Offices &
 Com

m
ercial Buildings - Am

bient Lighting, Task Lighting, etc.
•  M

alls and Retail Stores - Am
bient lighting etc.

•  Sports &
 Recreational Facilities - Am

bient Lighting
•  W

arehouses and Industrial Com
plexes - Am

bient lighting, etc.

* Please contact us for a full list of approved ballast

Fusion DIRECT REPLACEM
EN

T T5 LED lam
ps provide the efficiency of fluorescent technolo-

gy in recessed, surface m
ounted and specialty fixtures. The 50,000+ hour lifetim

e of these 
lam

ps far outlast m
any fluorescent equivalents, saving you m

oney on replacem
ent labour 

and m
aintenance costs. Save in excess of 45% in energy costs of the equivalent w

attage 
standard lam

ps, for significant cost saving, and low
er m

aintenance lighting solution. Bring 
your space into the 21st century, and light your com

m
ercial space w

ith Fusion LED Lam
ps.

FEATURES &
 BENEFITS :

•  RoHS Com
pliant

•  5 Year W
arranty 

•  >50,000 Hour Long Life Equates to Low
er M

aintenance Costs
•  Retrofit into existing fluorescent fixtures w

ith 
     electronic rapid start ballasts
•  Rem

oves the need for re-w
iring and m

aintain fixture UL 
     or CSA com

pliance 
•  Instant on, no flicker
•  Contains No M

ercury or Lead
•  Low

 Energy Equates to Benefits For The Environm
ent

•  Exceptional Heat Control as a result of Fusion LED Technology
•  DLC V4.1

KELVIN (CCT) :

40
0

0
K 

840

30
0

0
K 

830

50
0

0
K 

850

APPROVALS

PART 
NUM

BER
AVG SYST 
W

ATTS*
INITIAL LUM

ENS*
(Im

)
EFFICACY

Im
/W

CCT
CRI

RATED LIFE
W

ARRANTY

FLED25T5/830DIRECTG2
25.0

3200
128

3000K
83 Ra

50,000 hrs
5 Years

FLED25T5/840DIRECTG2
25.0

3200
128

4000K
83 Ra

50,000 hrs
5 Years

FLED25T5/850DIRECTG2
25.0

3500
140

5000K
83 Ra

50,000 hrs
5 Years

OPERATING SPECIFICATIONS :

*  System
 w

attage/lum
en perform

ance subject to actual ballast factor ratings.
† Lum

en output show
n as ballast factor of 1.

YEAR LIMITED
WARRANTY

Y E A R  E N D  P R O M O T I O N S

W W W. TA M C O G R O U P . C O M

*Standard shipping terms apply. 
Offers valid through March 25th, 2018. Purchase orders must reference “YEP2018” to receive promotional pricing.

LINEAR LED TUBES 
NETT SPECIALS
Purchase 500 select single or double  
ended bypass T8 lamps and get special 
NETT pricing.

FLED15T8/8**/BYPASS | $4.99 EA FLED18T8/8**/BYPASS | $5.25 EA

15W BYPASS T8 SERIES 18W BYPASS T8 SERIES

FLED17T8/8**/DEBYPASS | $6.25 EA

17W DOUBLE ENDED 
BYPASS T8 SERIES 

40 = 4000K | 50 = 5000K

UL Type C

Type C lamps are different because they 
include a driver, however it is not internal. Type 
C lamps utilize a remote driver which connects 
to the sockets.

Pros : 
• Best overall performance
• Control capabilities
Cons : 
• Increased costs
• Requires electrical modifications 

WWW.FUSION-LAMPS.COM
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Tamlite Lighting recently met with City Electric Supply 
Indianapolis East to put on a lunch and learn with Barth 
Electric Company, based out of Indianapolis, Indiana. Factory 
managers Shawn Brothers and Joe Ignelzi and TAMCO 
salesman Thomas Frazier flew all the way to Indiana from 

Florida to educate Barth on the ever-changing lighting market. 
Events like these benefit both TAMCO and CES by driving 
local electricians and contractors into the branches, further 
establishing CES as a neighbor. 

Educating Customers 

Tamlite Lighting hosted Lunch & Learn  
with Barth Electric

38

ADJUSTABLE LED 
UNDER CABINET LIGHTING

YEAR  
LIMITED3

WARRANTY

The TAUC series from Tamlite Lighting takes 
the place of three variants of a fixture. The 
color temperature switch allows the TAUC 
series to function at 2700K, 3000K, or 4000K, 
even after installation, eliminating the need to 
supply all three color temperatures. 

FEATURES
• Powder-coated stamped aluminum
• Dimmable
• Adjustable color temperatures
• Plug-and-play or hard-wired 
• Three-year warranty

Switch color temperatures with just a flick of a switch

People Spotlight
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Join us in welcoming two new TAMCO sales reps

Kyle Rose
Tampa, FL

Barry Shendell
Scottsdale, AZ

Bringing Customers To TAMCO

Once every few months, 
TAMCO invites electrical 
contractors from across the country 
to come spend a few days in Port 
St. Lucie, Florida and tour our 
manufacturing facilities to get to 
know more about what the TAMCO 
brand has to offer.  

Bringing customers to our 
headquarters helps establish that 
we are more than just an in-house 
brand of City Electric Supply, but 
a valuable resource that they can 
depend on. Seeing the way things 
work behind the scenes 
helps solidify that idea. 

NEW SALES
 REPRESENTATIVES

Racing in a swamp 
at midnight. 
What could go wrong? 

Suzann Smaldone, TAMCO Building & Safety 
Manager, participated in the 2018 Down to 
Run night racing series through the Jonathan 
Dickinson State Park. 

Runners made their way through 10 miles of 
knee-deep swamps and rough trail in the dark 
with nothing but a headlamp. 

‘‘This is a race that has 
been on my bucket list 
for three years, I was  
very scared but excited  
at the same time.’’

“

Suzann Smaldone far right.

People Spotlight
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Spotlight

T
ogether we continue to 
break new ground and 
overcome challenges 
through hard work, 
dedication, and taking pride 
in what we achieve. You are 

all a vital part of the City Electric Supply 
journey which began with Tom Mackie’s 
dream. We continue to move forward 
together, and we would like to share with 
you the next step of the TAMCO journey 
and our vision for the future.

Over the last decade, CES brands have 
expanded and evolved tremendously, and 
TAMCO is no exception.  

Tom Mackie pioneered CES branded 
products in the late 1960s. To put this 
into perspective, Walmart didn’t start its 
first house brand until 1993. CES was an 
early adopter of vertically integrating their 
supply through their own manufacturing 
channels. This decision increased profits 
and funded the global expansion of our 
branches. 

City Electric Supply opened its first North 
American manufacturing operation in 
1996. As Tamlite grew its product offerings 
and manufacturing capabilities, so did 
the need for more space. In the early 
2000s, Tamlite also saw the expansion 
of Centaur’s product offerings and the 
creation of Fusion Lamps, RPP, F4P, and 
MCG. In 2005, TAMCO moved across the 
border into Canada, and shortly after that 
opened fulfillment centers in both South 
Carolina and Texas.

To keep up with growing demands from 
CES, TAMCO expanded into several 
additional warehouses and fulfillment 
centers throughout the Port St. Lucie, 
Florida area — which served as the 
central hub of TAMCO operations. 
TAMCO continues to direct and develop 
exclusive CES brands and offers high-
quality lighting and electrical products to 
supply the growing CES branch network.

The structure and uniformity that 
TAMCO provides has allowed our 
brands to become globally recognized 
in today’s electrical market. However, 
the rapid growth CES and TAMCO 
are experiencing has its obstacles.

In the United States, we have branches 
located as far west as California, as far 
north as Boston, and as far south as Key 
West. With the bulk of our goods shipping 
out of our main fulfillment center in Florida, 
we have pallets that have to travel over 
2,600 miles to branches across the U.S. 

While we have worked tirelessly improving 
our order fulfillment by introducing more 
efficient processes and systems — some 
shipments can still take upward of four 
days to be delivered to branches that are 
furthest away from our fulfillment center. In 
order to stay competitive with companies 
that offer next day delivery, some changes 
needed to take place.

As the demand for CES branded products 
continues to grow alongside its expanding 
network, so does the need for support.

TAMCO has designed solutions 
to help solve some of the most 
significant challenges and improve 
the ability to supply CES.

Due to the exponential growth TAMCO 
has experienced over the years, the 
division has outgrown their facilities in a 
short period of time. Although TAMCO 
has a total of 210,000 square feet in 
Port St. Lucie, it’s made up of multiple 
facilities. The fragmented situation we 
find ourselves in today is the result of 
rapid growth and merging multiple 
product lines.

Moving forward, there’s a need to open 
more branches and continue to expand 
TAMCO product offerings. This is why we 
have developed solutions that will not only 
overcome our current physical limitations 
but allow us room for future growth.

In late 2016, we began developing a 
sustainable solution for our Port St. Lucie 
operations. After many hours of hard work 
and dedication from the CES and TAMCO 
teams, it’s exciting to announce that 
TAMCO has broken ground on a 
master facility.

TAMCO 
Breaks 
Ground
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In December 2017, CES purchased 41 
acres of land located in Port St. Lucie 
just 12 miles south of the current TAMCO 
facilities. Located in a high-traffic area, 
this new site will allow business to 
flourish. The planned building will be 
420,000 square feet with over 50% of the 
space dedicated to warehousing and 
order fulfillment. The facility is due to be 
completed September of 2019.

This state-of-the-art manufacturing 
and assembly space will allow us to 
build upon our current capabilities 
and grow into new areas of production. 
This new space will allow us to bring all  
TAMCO brands together under one roof. 

When we look at the array of products 
TAMCO has to offer across all its 
brands, we can begin to realize the 
opportunity for TAMCO to function as an 
omni-supplier within CES.

Another goal for TAMCO is “The Factor 
of One,” and this new facility will play a 
critical role in executing this goal. “The 
Factor of One,” will be the ability to 
send one purchase order, receive one 

shipment, and have it displayed all on 
one invoice when buying TAMCO brands. 

Developing this 420,000 square feet 
facility in Port St. Lucie, Florida is vital to 
TAMCO operations, but we also have to 
look beyond just Florida. We have been 
working on solutions for a more centrally 
located east coast operation as well as 
expanding our product offering from our 
current Dallas facility.

As positive as these changes will be, we 
realize it doesn’t mean much if we aren’t 
bringing them closer to you. 

To accomplish this, we are currently 
moving into a new 100,000 sq. ft. fulfillment 
center located in Charlotte, North Carolina 
that will stock all TAMCO brands.

This facility is positioned 10 miles south 
of Charlotte International Airport, making 
it ideal for servicing the local market 
while also giving TAMCO a presence 
further north. 

In addition to the developments in Port St. 
Lucie and Charlotte, we are planning to 
creatively increase the storage capacity 
within our Dallas facility to allow for 
fulfillment across all TAMCO brands.

When these new facilities open, we will 
reposition the branches that are served 
out of them.  In doing so, there will be a 
one-day transit time on stock orders that 
will cover over 75% of our branch network 
— bringing your brands closer to you.

So, this is our dream, our vision, and our 
journey for the future, and we are thrilled 
you are taking these next steps with us. 
Our ultimate goal is that your experience 
doing business with us feels like an 
extension of your own branch. TAMCO is 
working tirelessly toward increasing our 
ability to support each and every one of 
you — as it is through your support that 
we have been able to grow. 
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E
stablished in 2016, CES 
Orientation has been 
incorporated as part of 
the City Electric Supply 
culture. The mission is to 
highlight the opportunities 

that exist for every employee in the 
company and to show that CES is a 
place where you can build a lifelong, 
successful career. CES cares about its 
employees and their well-being. Through 
Orientation, we display this affection by 
investing in our most valuable asset.  
Our people! 

Orientation begins by laying out the 
company’s long history and global 
footprint. Established in the United 
Kingdom in 1951, the company now has 
operations in Spain, Ireland, offshore 
islands, Turkey, China, Australia, and 
Canada. After opening the first US 
branch in 1983 in Tampa, Forida, CES 
has now opened 470 branch locations in 
the US spanning 29 states and counting. 
The rapid growth of CES wouldn’t have 
been possible without the strategic and 
hardworking minds of its people. 
 
With that many branch locations, 
supporting departments such as IT, 
Marketing, Training, and HR were put 
in place to aid the branches. Through 
Orientation, CES staff is introduced to 
these departments, their capabilities, 

current projects, products, and tools 
made available for them and the CES 
customer. These tools include mobile 
applications, websites, marketing 
materials, technical infrastructure, and 
much more. 
 
Orientation also introduces the five 
pillars of the CES Ethos, starting with 
Performance. Employees hold high 
personal expectations for success and 
results, striving to build a better team 
and to inspire those around them. 
 
Empower is the second of five pillars 
of the CES culture. Exercising good 
judgement in decision making, 
inspiring innovation, and displaying 
an enthusiasm for taking ownership 
of projects and opportunities are 
some of the few qualities CES 
encourages in its 
employees. 
 
The third 
pillar is 
Passion. We are 
tenacious and 
adaptable, fiercely dedicated to 
family, purposefully aspiring to  
be and do more each day. 
Embracing our limitless potential  
is one of our keystones.  
City Electric Supply prides itself on 

the fourth pillar, Service. We strive to 
create a community of customer-first 
attitudes. We build new relationships 
and grow existing ones by practicing 
courtesy, responsiveness, and flexibility.
 
Our fifth pillar, Integrity, is at our very 
core. We must be honest, practice 
selflessness, and question actions 
inconsistent with our values. These five 
pillars of the CES Ethos demonstrate  
the morals and values that align with  
the CES brand.

welcome to ces
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Highlight the opportunity that exists  
within the company and show that CES  
is a place where you can build a career.
 
Show that CES cares about its  
employees and their wellbeing.
 
Have people leave excited about  
what the future holds for them at CES.

OUR 
GOAL

to our amazing events team  
that has helped us with  
Orientation as well as  

multiple events  
throughout  
the year!

A 
HUGE 

THANKS

1,049
HAVE ATTENDED

TRAVELED FOR 
THE FIRST TIME

70%

58
ATTENDEES - OUR

LARGEST SESSION!

HAVE ATTENDED

VPS &  
REGIONAL  
MANAGERSALL
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Hold high personal expectations for success and results. Strive to build 

the team rather than yourself and inspire those around you. Embrace 

progressive changes with a winning attitude. Take pride in your work 

and always do your very best. Be confident in yourself and your 

decisions. Believe you can make an impact on your business and 

your team. Invest your time and talents into benefitting the team. 

EMPOWER

PERFORMANCE
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With a large collection of commercial and residential 
fixtures in both LED and incandescent varieties, this 
newest portfolio expansion allows Tamlite Lighting to 
provide even more variety for every application. 

OVER 20 NEW RESIDENTIAL 
& COMMERCIAL FIXTURES

PORTFOLIO 
EXPANSION

Learn more at www.tamcogroup.com/online-resource-library 
and check out the Portfolio Expansion Brochure.

FA201-BC FA201-BW FA202-BW FA202-WW FE111-BF FE112-BFFE111-WF

FE113-BF FE114-BFFE112-WF FE113-WF FE114-WF FE351-BF FE351-WF

FE352-BF FE353-BFFE352-WF FE353-WF FL372-BK

FL372-WW

FL371-BK

FM300-NWDFM300-NW FN151-BC FN151-WW FN251-BCFN251-WW

FN252-BW FN252-WW FN253-BC FN253-WW FO318 FWS-BN FWV-BN

FL371-WW


